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Chapter 1: Issue/Region/INGO Identification 
 
        Proceeding the 1960s, the Amazon rainforest was mostly intact and untouched by the vast 

amounts of deforestation prevalent in modern Brazil. President Getùlio Vargas, in the 1940s, 

called for national development in the Amazon basin to improve Brazil’s economic status. Fast 

forward twenty years, where deforestation starts becoming more widespread, mainly to increase 

space for cattle ranching. Cattle ranching was used to raise national revenue, eliminate regional 

hunger and pay off international debts. The rainforest itself covered about 2.1 square miles of the 

2.7 square mile basin, in which sixty percent of the forest resides in Brazil, while touching in 

eight other nations: Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname, and 

French Guinea (Wikipedia). In order for cattle ranching to increase, farmers resorted to the slash 

and burn method, which is “an agricultural technique that involves the cutting and burning of 

plants in forests and woodlands to create fields,” (Wikipedia). As the forest was continuously 

burned, farmers had to clear more land because the burned land contained soil that was not 

sustainable enough to be used multiple times. This caused the enormous amounts of cutting, 

which Brazilians attribute 91% of the land deforested towards livestock ranching.  

Considering cattle ranching is the largest catalyst for deforestation, other problems have 

been overlooked. Brazil is the second biggest soybean producer, behind the United States. In 

recent years, China has been pushing Brazil to push out more soybean products because China 

needs the product to feed their livestock. In return for slashing the trees to make land for soybean 

product, the Chinese made the land seem more profitable for the farmers. The prices for 

producing soybeans outweighed the damages of destroying the rainforest in the eyes of both the 

Chinese and the farmers. Money is the biggest factor that drives people to clear land, or illegal 

log, everyone wants some portion of the money to avoid being part of the 8.9% of impoverished 
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citizens in Brazil. Soybean needs vast amounts of land to be efficient enough to produce large 

amounts, especially if one farmer wants to make a profit for illegally deforesting the Amazon 

Rainforest. One of the essential problems stemming from China’s consistent increase in soybean 

imports is their rising population and need for food to sustain the population growth. “But as 

more of its people eat meat, China is expected to increase its soybean imports, mostly for animal 

feed, by more than 50 percent by 2020, according to the United States Department of 

Agriculture,” (Kim MacQuarrie). Increasing soybean imports by more than fifty percent can 

almost guarantee an even bigger impact on Brazil’s deforestation due to Brazil’s fluctuating 

economy. There may be a push by the government to increase international revenue so the 

country may not need a bailout like Greece. In addition, considering Brazil has the largest GDP 

in Latin America, the government will seemingly attempt to avoid falling into a big recession, 

especially with revenue they can invest in at any point. 

Organizations have been created to slow down, or even halt the deforestation of the 

Amazon because it is not only essential to oxygen supply, but it is also home to one of the richest 

biodiverse environments and home to multiple indigenous tribes. Many of these organizations 

are International Non-Governmental Organizations (INGOs) specializing in a particular issue 

within either a niche region or regions. In particular to the rainforest conservation of the 

Amazon, there are a plethora of organizations working to maintain the preservation of the 

rainforest in any way the organization can. Many of them gain funds from a loyal standing of 

donations from members or any members of the public. The INGO I picked was Greenpeace 

Brasil, who specialize in promoting the conservation of the rainforest and alternative energy 

sources for the country. 
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Chapter 2: Cultural Research 

 Brazil, the largest country in Latin and South America borders both the Pacific Ocean 

and nearly all the countries in South America, except two; Ecuador and Chile. With regards to 

the technical cultural level of Brazil, Hofstede’s dimensions can be examined to get a rough 

synopsis of the country. Examining the dimensions gives a rough overview of the nation that 

does not represent the entirety of the people. In terms of power distance, most Brazilians believe 

that society should have a hierarchy, and everyone accepts this structure. Elders are shown 

utmost respect, while bosses are seen to handle the big issues in companies. Brazil is also a 

collectivistic society where groups are more important than the individual. This stems directly 

from how important the family is in Brazilian life. One example of this high regard for family is 

in the business world where families have to see each other every Sunday. In addition, it is also 

commonly accepted for someone in a workplace to be late if they were taking care of a family 

issue at home. These group connections may have stemmed from the indigenous tribes such as 

the Munduruku, or Yanomami people in Brazil who were also collectivistic. If the correlation did 

not stem from the indigenous roots, the Portuguese colonization of Brazil may have also been a 

catalyst for the collectivistic nature. Portugal itself is a collectivistic society, despite it being a 

Western country. With regards to uncertainty avoidance, Brazil scores high on this scale, which 

shows its need to have strict rules to structure life. This may be one of the reasons why 

Greenpeace is attempting to reform laws for the Amazon rainforest, because if laws are passed, 

the Brazilians may be more inclined to follow what is laid out for them.  

 On a more formal level of culture, that “includes the norms, rules, roles, traditions, 

rituals, customs, and communication patterns of a group,” (Schmidt 23). Brazil’s formal level of 

culture has characteristics relating to family, chronemics, proxemics, and business etiquette. 

Family, which can be related to the collectivistic ideals as stated before, are held in very high 
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regard in Brazilian culture. The familial culture trickles into economics as well, as “nepotism is 

considered a positive thing, since it implies that employing people one knows and trusts is of 

primary importance,” (Kwintessential). Business owners, bosses/CEOs, are more willing to hire 

someone who they know either personally or through a family or friend instead of someone who 

they may not have any prior contact with. It creates a sense of trust that may not be apparent with 

an outsider of that family. This fits directly into the family business model that is additionally 

present in many Brazil businesses’ because they are closely related. If one does manage to incur 

a business meeting with a possible trade partner in Brazil, there must be a willingness to 

culturally adapt to the differential business etiquette. Intercultural communication and 

adaptability is key in establishing the valued relationships mandatory for creating and 

maintaining business partnerships. Chronemics, the aspects in relation to time describes Brazil as 

polychronistic, “time is flexible, (Schmidt 184). Polychronistic ideals are the cultural norm in 

Brazil, whether it is showing up to a party, business meeting or anything in general. Time 

constraints are less strenuous and devalued, in contrast to the United States, which is very time 

constricted. Business etiquette, is an easily learned aspect of Brazilian culture because it is the 

easiest to understand and integrate into your own knowledge. A few aspects of Brazilian 

business etiquette include: making an appointment two to three weeks in advance, do not rush 

meetings, and hire an interpreter if your Portuguese is not fluent. 

Lastly, is the informal level that includes why things in that culture are the way they are, 

or other aspects such as their belief system, and core values that shape their world. Gender/race 

roles play a dominant part in Brazilian society, in relation to the informal level. A majority of the 

cultural values stem from the traditional cultural values, especially in regards to race in which the 

darker your skin, the more difficult it is for you to achieve higher status or a better job. Despite 
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the beliefs of, “few Brazilians could be described as racist, although social discrimination on the 

basis of skin color is a daily occurrence,” (Kwintessential), racism is a prevalent unspoken 

conflict in a society that is not considered a class system. According to Kwintessential, “in 

general, people with darker brown skin are economically and socially disadvantaged,” obviously 

stemming from the stigma put on people of Indigenous descent, or those mixed with darker skin 

such as the group of people described as Mulattos. Other similar groups such as the “crioula”, 

which “is observed in the Northeast region of the country whose whole history was constructed 

by African slaves who worked under the orders of the Portuguese colonizers,” (Dessen & 

Torres), and "cabloca, in the North region, located in the Brazilian Amazon rainforest. Natives 

and non-voluntary immigrants like the African slaves are the remaining inhabitants of this [co]-

culture,” (Dessen & Torres), face a similar cultural divide, particularly reinforced by the media. 

Television showcases Brazil to the world in certain ways that may not be ideal with the people’s 

idea of how to portray Brazilian life. Telenovelas, in addition to the World Cup being in Brazil in 

1950 and 2014 perpetuated stereotypes upon the culture. According to Antonio C. La Patina, et. 

al, “many in the audience feel disenfranchised from the dominant telenovela representations, 

particularly on the primary network, TV Globo, because of their rural, Northeastern status and 

identity, or their Afro-Brazilian identity,” (2014). Media plays a significant role portraying a 

country, and these types of media reinforce the accepted racism in society. 
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Chapter 3: Intercultural Research 

 The first half of the intercultural research will cover an interview with Barbara Rubim 

from Greenpeace, and other organizational documents from Greenpeace. One of the largest 

accomplishments of Greenpeace Brasil is the introduction of the “Zero Deforestation Bill”, 

which plans to stop all deforestation of the Amazon by 2020. The website itself states, 

“Currently, the Popular Initiative Bill Zero Deforestation in Brazil has already won the support 

of one million Brazilians. No need to bring down more forests for the country to continue 

producing. Actions against deforestation and economic alternatives that encourage forest 

dwellers to keep it standing must go together,” (Greenpeace.org). In an article published by 

Mongabay, an online website that publishes environmental news says “a crew of religious 

leaders, celebrities, senators and other supporters of a ban on the felling of Brazil’s forests, the 

activist group formally presented the draft legislation to the Brazilian Congress — signed by 1.4 

million Brazilians.” Citizens of higher status signing the petition give the bill more possibility to 

be passed because of the significant amount of influence celebrities and other higher-ups have in 

Brazilian society, “Brazilians are keen to what celebrities do -- if the celebs do it, the locals will 

do it” (Barbara Rubim). With further research of Brazilian society, this influence of power is 

demonstrated in Hofstede’s dimension of Power Distance with a score of 69 explaining that 

societal disparities are accepted. These disparities can be minimized by locals partaking in 

following what celebrities do, or lobby for. In particular, if the politicians are not siding with 

Greenpeace, the NGO would influence them through social networks, conventional media and 

lobbying. People would contact the politician who works for their state and attempt to convince 

them to get on board with Greenpeace’s agenda. The largest factor attributed to laws being 

passed in Brazil obviously comes from the political power structure in the country, but there are 
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problems with corruption within the government, ranking 69th most corrupt out of 175 countries 

on the Corruption Perceptions Index in 2015. This is why Greenpeace pushes lobbying from the 

citizens intensely, to possibly persuade the corrupted politicians despite possible buy-offs. 

Persuasions mainly include making them look good in the public spotlight because a majority of 

the politicians will partake in the movement if their image is improved from it. “The president 

has solar panels, but a big problem is the corruption,” (Rubim). 

In order to partake in the lobbying and persuasion, the population has to be educated 

about the issues first. According to Rubim, “Brazil cares for the Amazon but 80% have not seen 

it to actually protest the deforestation.” The population of Brazil is unaware that one of the 

largest rainforests in the world is being illegally logged for its profit from the cattle industry. 

This unawareness stems from the corruption of the country by trying to hide the facts regarding 

deforestation, or the lack of education. Despite Brazil’s 92.6% literacy rate, (UNESCO), many 

are still uneducated about the social issues, leading them to not caring about the environment. 

Greenpeace takes steps by connecting the campaigns to social issues for people to understand 

and care for an issue that is drastically affecting their lives without their knowledge. For 

example, there may be a connection made between the constant deforestation and the village 

running out of profitable resources in order for people to examine the implications of this 

problem. While connections are being made with the local population, the indigenous tribes are 

also developing a voice in this issue, because it directly affects their homelands. Education is still 

a prevalent ideal by Greenpeace because the INGO attempts to “try to strengthen them by giving 

work, knowledge and the tools to protect their land,” (Rubim). Including indigenous tribes is a 

difficult task because of the variant cultural aspects, despite both the locals and indigenous tribes 

being from Brazil. The cultural differences create a sense of disconnect in the triangle of change 
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between the tribes, locals, and Greenpeace, mainly through the prejudice between the different 

sectors of Brazil and the indigenous. There are discriminations taking place in the dominant 

culture of Brazil between the five regions: North, Northeast, West Central, Southeast, and South, 

not even including the indigenous tribes. Discrimination trickles down from the systemic 

linguistic prejudices enacted by the Brazilian government by passing laws to create a 

monolingual society for all citizens to function as one cohesive unit. These potential laws may 

enhance the ability of Greenpeace to reach more audiences in Brazil without having to 

completely alter their advertisement campaigns for each region of the country. If they are 

declined, Greenpeace will still have to adapt their campaigns to fit the cultural mold of 

whichever audience they are attempting to persuade. It gives them more experience in 

intercultural communication if Brazil maintains the linguistic variety, although Greenpeace does 

mainly put their messages in Portuguese, but will do it in English for media attention. For 

example, the website itself gives anyone outside of the country to translate the language in order 

to understand their website, which allows outsiders the ability to participate in Greenpeace’s 

projects. In addition to Greenpeace’s efforts with multilingualism, the INGO trains employees 

and volunteers to become culturally adaptive before fully taking on that person to help in their 

efforts. Rubim said “they make sure they are receiving a person open to other cultures,” in order 

to avoid narrow-minded individuals because being insular will defeat the purpose of 

understanding the culture you are trying to help. 
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Chapter 4: Strategic Plan/Strategy 

The strategic plan I developed involves one goal: to combat the removal of the indigenous forest 

peoples and advocate for the unlawful logging prevalent in Brazil. In order to combat the 

removal, the non-indigenous Brazilians will have to put aside their prejudices and cooperate for 

the fight against illegal logging of the Amazon Rainforest. Before forcing the cooperation, 

Greenpeace would have to continue the use of ethnography within the tribes in order to gain 

trust. Once that trust is established, then there can be a coalition between Greenpeace, the 

indigenous and the Brazilians. My objectives are as follows:  

• Interview Barbara Rubim from Greenpeace Brazil 
• Contact Barbara from Greenpeace Brazil for more localized information → how 

the business is ran (Eiffel tower model? missile? family?), whether these INGOs 
are making an impact on the issue of deforestation, etc. 

• Learn if other countries are pushing Brazil to invest in cutting down the trees or 
not 

My tactics are:  

• Use the combination of Barbara to create a concise breakdown of how saving the 
rainforests happens 

• Use prior knowledge of Latin American culture for the cultural norms 
• See if I can find a spokesperson from an indigenous tribe affected by the logging 
• Attempt to have a celebrity push the idea of investing in Green Peace -- Barbara 

said if a celebrity is doing it, the people will follow 
Lastly, here are the artifacts: 

• Brochure: including pictures of before and after of the Brazilian rainforest, the 
reasoning behind the deforestation and a section of how you can help through 
Greenpeace (See Appendix B) 

• Newsletter: This will connect the environmental issues to social issues for the 
localized population. It will be more informal and should be translated to 
Portuguese because that is their native language. (See Appendix A) 

• Fact sheet & Backgrounder: The backgrounder and fact sheet will mainly be 
about Greenpeace → when they were established in Brazil, how their company 
works, past projects and why they came to Brazil. (See Appendix C) 

• The PSA will be more PR related, as in a press release on their latest campaign 
effort of the Zero Deforestation bill that was presented to Brazil’s congress → 
will call for celebrities to back the bill because the locals follow the celebrities. 
(See Appendix D) 
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• YouTube video will be have a slew of pictures showing the process that 
Greenpeace is going through to achieve safety for the forest. I will be narrating 
over the piece, and possibly using other voices from previous interviews or 
YouTube videos. Audio documentary type video. (See Appendix E) 
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Chapter 5: Feedback and Evaluation 

 Starting this project was a difficult process due to the miniscule ability to communicate 

with certain organizations. I intended on working with an organization based in Tibet, but that 

deteriorated because none of the representatives from that organization emailed me back within 

the desired time frame. After settling on the topic of deforestation in Brazil, I had to focus on one 

organization out of the slew of INGOs working on this particular issue. The first organization I 

contacted was David Seaborg, from the World Rainforest Fund, and that interaction was 

skeptical. His e-mails were grammatically incorrect and unprofessional, leading to me 

uncomfortable with relying on their information. Seaborg also solicited a donation just for him to 

give me information, which warranted me more to change organizations. After that encounter, I 

contacted the Rainforest Fund, where they answered me back in a week’s timeframe. This was 

better, but it took too long for me to obtain any information. Madeleine, my contact said I would 

not be able to receive any information until the first week of December, leaving me with a week 

to finish my research report. Once again, that was not an ideal situation for me. I ended up using 

the skype interview with Barbara Rubim from Greenpeace Brasil because it was very 

informative and useful for my report. I tried contacting her again to ask follow-up questions, and 

attempt to communicate with a local tribe’s spokesman, but there was no answer. All the 

information gathered from Rubim stemmed from the Skype interview.  
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Chapter 6: Appendix with Campaign Elements 

Appendix A: Newsletter 
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Appendix B: Brochure 
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702 H Street, NW, STE 300, Washington, D.C. 20001 | (202) 462-1177 

Contact: Coye Gerald 

Phone: 240-821-8591 

E-mail: cgerald1@gulls.salisbury.edu 

 

Fact Sheet 

Deforestation Rates in Brazil 

 
- Deforestation has been falling over the past two decades 

thanks to Greenpeace’s efforts 
- In 1992, Greenpeace Brazil began the investigation into 

the illegal and predatory logging in the Amazon. 
- Greenpeace’s biggest anti-deforestation bill called the 

Zero Deforestation Bill is circulating to eliminate illegal 
logging by 2030 
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- The biggest 
deforestation driver is 
clear-cutting for cattle 
ranches 

- Has been on the 
rise since 1970s to help 
boost economy 
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702 H Street, NW, STE 300, Washington, D.C. 20001 | (202) 462-1177 

Contact: Coye Gerald 

Phone: 240-821-8591 

E-mail: cgerald1@gulls.salisbury.edu 

Green Peace 

Backgrounder 

 In the 1960s, deforestation started becoming more widespread, mainly to increase space 

for cattle ranching. Cattle ranching was used to raise national revenue, eliminate regional hunger 

and pay off international debts. In order for cattle ranching to increase, farmers resorted to the 

slash and burn method, which is an agricultural technique that involves the cutting and burning 

of plants in forests and woodlands to create fields. As the forest was continuously burned, 

farmers had to clear more land because the burned land contained soil that was not sustainable 

enough to be used multiple times. This caused the enormous amounts of cutting, which 

Brazilians attribute 91% of the land deforested towards livestock ranching. Only recently have 

deforestation numbers been dropping significantly, thanks in part to Greenpeace’s efforts to 

combat illegal logging in the Amazon Rainforest. 

 In 1992, Greenpeace Brazil began the investigation into the illegal and predatory logging 

in the Amazon. Protests, lobbying, and petitions have helped Greenpeace gain more traction with 

their messages. Besides the political aspects of stopping illegal logging, Greenpeace has also  

- More – 
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- Greenpeace -  

installed GPS systems onto vehicles that are known for logging. They would track whether the 

logging was legal or not, and in result, 30% of most of the logs being cut down are illegally cut. 

Greenpeace seeks to turn Brazil into an environmentally stable region through their mission and 

campaigns. 

-###- 
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Appendix D: PSA 
Contact: Coye Gerald                                                          FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
cgerald1@gulls.salisbury.edu 
Greenpeace Brasil 
11/5/15 

James Cameron to Speak on Amazon Deforestation Issues 
 

Sào Paolo, Brasil –James Cameron, filmmaker of “Titanic”, “Avatar”, and “Message to 

Pandora”, is set to have a speech following the delivery of a petition against Brazil’s ‘Pandora 

Dam’. 

Some 1.3 million people signed a petition calling for an end to the construction of 

Brazil’s massive Belo Monte dam in the Amazon. The fixture itself is a hydroelectric dam that 

will produce 11,200 megawatts of electricity. 

Attention was brought to the attention of Rainforest activists in August 2010, when 

Cameron released a short anti-Belo video called “Message to Pandora”. In the video, Cameron 

compares the building of the dam to his hit movie “Avatar”, where instead of the aliens being 

invaded by humans, it is the indigenous tribes being invaded by the Brazilian government. 

Activists say the dam will destroy a large portion of land in the Amazon rainforest and 

disrupt the livelihood of at least 20,000 people. 

Cameron’s speech will take place in the Matarazzo Building, Saturday, December 19, to 

advocate against the building of the Belo Monte dam. In attendance will be President Dilma 

Rouseeff, Neymar da Silva Santos Jùnior, and Camila Alves. 

### 

Appendix E: 
Youtube Video: https://youtu.be/0DWfbjir2Z8 
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